
 

10 Infallible Tips for Finding Cheap Flights

Travelling is a passion shared by many of us. However, finding cheap flights can be a
challenge. In this article, we’ll uncover 10 foolproof tips to help you save money on your next
adventure.

1. The Secret to Error Rates

Yes, airlines make mistakes! Sometimes they accidentally publish flights for incredibly low
prices. If you’re quick and attentive, you can take advantage of these opportunities to score
great deals.

2. Technology to Your Advantage: Use a VPN

A VPN can be your secret weapon when searching for cheap flights. By changing your virtual
location, you can access lower rates that are available in other countries.

3. The Art of Hidden City Ticketing
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This is a slightly more advanced technique, but it can result in big savings. It consists of booking
a flight with a stopover at your desired destination and simply disembarking at the stopover.

4. Flexibility: Your Best Friend in the Search for Cheap Flights

If you have flexibility with your travel dates, you can take advantage of off-peak periods or less
busy days of the week to get cheaper flights.

5. Compare Prices on Multiple Sites: A Lesson in Patience and
Persistence

Tools like Skyscanner, Google Flights and Momondo are your allies in this mission. They allow
you to compare prices and find the best deals.

6. Price Alerts: Let Technology Work for You

By scheduling price alerts on booking sites, you’ll be notified when prices drop. This way, you
can take advantage of the best opportunities without having to research all the time.

7. The Prime Booking Window: The Perfect Timing

For domestic travel, the best time to book flights is 3 to 4 months in advance. For international
travel, the ideal is 5 to 6 months in advance.

8. New Routes: Golden Opportunities

Keep an eye on new routes launched by airlines. They often offer promotional prices to attract
customers to these new destinations.

9. Loyalty Programs: Get Rewarded for Traveling

Participating in loyalty programs can bring incredible benefits. Accumulate points and miles that
can be exchanged for free flights and other benefits.

10. Flash Sales and Offers: Be Ready to Act

Airlines often run sales and flash offers. Keep an eye out for heavily discounted flights.

Frequently Asked Questions

1. How can I find error rates?
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Following specialized travel blogs and websites can help you discover error fares as soon as
they appear. There are also online services that notify you of these fees.

2. How does VPN help you find cheaper flights?

Airlines tend to offer different prices depending on the country from which you are accessing the
website. A VPN allows you to change your virtual location, allowing you to access these lower
prices.

3. What is hidden city ticketing?

It is a practice in which you book a flight with a stopover at the desired location and disembark
at that stopover, instead of the final destination. However, there are risks associated with this
practice and it is important to be aware of this before opting for it.

4. Why is it important to compare prices across multiple sites?

Each booking site may have different offers and varying prices for the same flight. Comparing
prices across multiple sites ensures you’re getting the best deal possible.

5. How do price alerts work?

Price alerts notify you when the price of a specific flight drops. You can set price alerts on
various flight booking sites and you will be notified via email or via the app when the price drops.

6. When is the best time to book flights?

For domestic trips, the ideal is to book 3 to 4 months in advance. For international travel, the
ideal is 5 to 6 months in advance.

7. How can I benefit from loyalty programs?

Loyalty programs allow you to accumulate points or miles each time you fly with a specific
airline. These points can be redeemed for free flights, upgrades and other benefits.

8. What are flash sales and offers?

Flash sales and offers are short-term promotions where airlines offer flights at significantly
reduced prices. These deals can last for just a few hours or a few days, so it’s important to act
fast when you see one.

With these tips, we hope your next trip will be even more affordable. Remember: the key to
finding cheap flights is flexibility and research. Have a nice trip!

CLICK HERE TO READ THIS FULL ARTICLE
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